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Abstract

Performance auditingis an online optimization strategy
that empirically measures the effectiveness of an optimization
on a particular code region. It has the potential to greatly
improve performance and prevent degradations due to com-
piler optimizations. Performance auditing relies on the abil-
ity to obtain sufficiently many timings of the region of code
to make statistically valid conclusions. This work extends the
state-of-the-art of performance auditing systems by allowing
a finer level of granularity for obtaining timings and thus,
increases the overall effectiveness of a performance auditing
system. The problem solved by our technique is an instance
of the general problem of correlating a program’s high-level
behavior with its binary instructions, and thus, can have uses
beyond a performance auditing system. We present our im-
plementation and evaluation of our technique in a production
Java VM.

1. Introduction

Understanding and predicting the performance impact of
compiler optimizations in modern applications is becoming
increasingly difficult due to increased hardware complexity
and software virtualization. Performance auditing [11] is a
general online optimization strategy that attempts to address
this challenge by empirically measuring the effectiveness of
an optimization on a particular code region, such as a method.
This technique greatly improves the ability of runtime sys-
tems to both increase performance and prevent degradations.

A performance auditing system creates two (or more) ver-
sions of a method: one with the optimization, and one with-
out the optimization. As the program executes, invocations
of these versions are timed and a statistical analysis is per-

formed to determine the faster version. However, methods
that are infrequently invoked will have a small number of
timings, resulting in a larger number of inconclusive com-
parisons. This happens when a method spends time in loops
rather than being frequently invoked, because the baseline
performance auditing system only collects method invoca-
tion timings. Thus, for such methods, a solution is needed
that times loop iterations rather than method invocations.

When collecting loop timings, the challenge is to collect
comparable loop timings from two different compilations of
the same loop. This becomes very difficult as loop optimiza-
tions are introduced: for example, if the optimizer unrolls the
loop, the loop’s timing data must be adjusted accordingly.

This problem is an example of the general problem of
mapping between program source and its optimized binary
instructions. Prior work in this more general area falls into
two categories: use a heuristic matching algorithm to corre-
late the source and binary [10, 18, 13, 20], or modify the op-
timizer to maintain a mapping between the program’s source
and the optimizer’s output [1, 5]. Both of these approaches
have significant shortcomings that make them inappropriate
for the problem we are addressing.

This paper presents a new solution to this problem. We
inject lightweight markers into the code before optimization
that have the semantics of an arithmetic operation on a spe-
cially allocated global variable. We allow the optimizer to
freely manipulate these markers, which are removed after
optimization. The optimizer’s semantics-preserving property
automatically maintains the mapping between source and bi-
nary. Because the markers are operations on global variables,
the optimizer may not remove the markers, although it may
move, copy, or combine markers.

We evaluate our technique in the context of performance
auditing. The contributions of this work are

• a technique to accurately map between a program’s



source and its optimized binary without using heuristic
matching, and without modifying the optimizer;

• a technique to predict if loop timings will be needed
by a performance auditing system and an algorithm to
choose loop timing points to minimize overhead; and

• an evaluation of the effectiveness of our techniques.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
performance auditing. Section 3 describes our experimental
methodology used throughout the paper. Section 4 presents
our technique to map between a program’s source and binary.
Section 5 presents our technique to predict if loop timings
will be needed by a performance auditing system, and our al-
gorithm to choose loop timing points to minimize overhead.
Section 6 evaluates the effectiveness of our techniques. Sec-
tion 7 discusses related work on the problem of mapping be-
tween source and binary. Section 8 discusses other possible
uses for our ideas, and Section 9 concludes this paper.

2. Performance Auditing

Performance auditing [11] is typically applied to the crit-
ical subset of a program’s executing methods. This is most
easily accomplished in a modern virtual machine, which au-
tomatically detects hot methods as a program executes and
recompiles them at various levels of optimization [2]. The
small subset of methods that reach the highest level of opti-
mization are candidates for performance auditing.

A performance auditing system compiles two (or more)
versions of the method: one with the optimization (A), and
one without the optimization (B). As the program runs, one
version of the method is randomly selected, invoked, and
timed. Periodically, a statistical analysis with a confidence
threshold is performed to determine the faster version. This
analysis produces one of three possible outcomes: 1)A is
faster, 2)B is faster, or 3) there is insufficient statistical evi-
dence to determine which is faster. In the first two cases, the
system has converged on a performance decision, and that
version of the method can be used.

If it is not clear which version is faster, more timing data
is needed to make a statistically significant conclusion. Be-
cause timing data is produced whenever the method is in-
voked, the system will wait until the program produces more
timing data, then re-run the statistical analysis. Thus, a small
number of timings will typically result in a low convergence
rate, which results in a larger number of inconclusive com-
parisons.

3. Methodology

The experiments in this paper were performed using a de-
velopment version of IBM’s J9 VM and its high-performance

Methods Bytecodes Hot Methods
Program Executed Exe (KB) Total Loopy

antlr [17] 1702 228 2 0
compress [16] 770 66 3 2
daikon [4] 2108 171 1 0
db [16] 782 67 3 2
hsqldb [17] 1416 147 2 1
ipsixql [3] 828 61 7 1
jack [16] 746 56 3 0
javac [16] 1467 133 2 0
jbb2000 [15] 1197 115 3 2
jess [16] 1140 86 4 1
jython [17] 1777 186 2 1
mpegaudio [16] 866 78 2 1
mtrt [16] 853 76 3 0
phase [12] 450 31 2 0
pmd [17] 2030 128 1 0
ps [17] 946 75 1 0
soot [14] 2061 235 4 2
xalan [17] 2108 171 1 0
xerces [19] 521 36 1 0

Table 1. Benchmark suite

optimizing JIT compiler [7]. The VM was run on a Pen-
tium 4 3.0 GHz machine with 2 processors and 1 GB RAM
running Linux. We use a suite of 19 benchmarks com-
posed of the complete SPECjvm98 benchmark suite [16],
the SPECjbb2000 benchmark [15], and several other Java
applications, including six from the DaCapo benchmark
suite [17]1. The first column of Table 1 reports the number of
methods executed, which counts all Java methods, including
library methods, executed by the JVM to load and execute
the benchmark. The second column lists the total size (in
KB) of all bytecodes executed for each benchmark. These
numbers report dynamic metrics, i.e., they are based on what
is executed, not what could be executed.

The third column lists the number of hot methods for
each benchmark. We define the hot methods as methods that
consume enough cycles to be selected by J9 for aggressive
feedback-directed optimizations. For these methods, J9 first
performs an additional compilation to instrument the method
for profiling, then optimizes the method at one of the two
highest optimization levels (O4 or O5).

The last column lists the number of hot methods that are
infrequently invoked. These are hot methods, so the proces-
sor spends a significant amount of time executing instructions
in these methods, yet they are not invoked frequently. This
implies that these methods spend most of their time in loops.
These methods will be discussed in detail in Section 5.

We use the x86 Read Time-Stamp Counter (RDTSC) in-
struction to collect timings. The RDTSC instruction reads the
processor’s 64-bit cycle counter and stores its value in a regis-
ter. The cycle counter is highly accurate, but RDTSC instruc-

1The development version of the VM that we used did not run the re-
maining benchmarks from this version of the DaCapo suite



tions may execute out-of-order, and only a single RDTSC
instruction can execute at a time, so a large number of dy-
namic instructions should execute between invocations of
RDTSC [9].

To collect timings, we definestartTimer() which reads
the cycle counter and stores the count in the method’s stack
frame, andstopTimer() which subtracts the current cycle
count from the cycle count on the stack, and stores the differ-
ence in a circular buffer.

To collect method timings, we instrument the method’s
entry points with calls tostartTimer(), and we instrument
the method’s exit points with calls tostopTimer(). To col-
lect loop timings, we instrument the method’s entry and exit
points as with method timings, but also insert back-to-back
calls tostopTimer(); startTimer() at each loop timing point.
So, when a method that has been instrumented to collect
loop timings is run, the sequence of calls tostartTimer() and
stopTimer() will be

startTimer() // method entry
stopTimer() // loop timing point 1
startTimer() // loop timing point 1
stopTimer() // loop timing point 2
startTimer() // loop timing point 2
stopTimer() // method exit

We inline all calls tostartTimer() andstopTimer().
This methodology measures the total time that the method

was active on the stack to ensure fair comparisons in the pres-
ence of changing inlining decisions. Measuring only time
spent in the instrumented method (excluding callees) would
produce incorrect results in the presence of method inlining.

4. Lightweight Markers

This section describes lightweight code markers, which
are used to build a mapping between a program’s source and
its optimized binary. Each lightweight code marker is an
arithmetic instruction that increments a specially allocated
global variable. Markers are added to the IR at the beginning
of optimization, and to the optimizer, these markers are just
ordinary arithmetic instructions. Thus, the optimizer is free
to transform the markers as it desires, as long as the semantics
of the markers are preserved. Because each marker modifies
a global variable, the optimizer may not remove markers, but
the optimizer may move, copy, or merge markers. After (or
during) optimization, the markers can be used to map their
code locations back to unoptimized code. The markers are
removed before register allocation and final code generation,
so lightweight markers do not generate code that executes at
runtime.

The markers attempt to satisfy three conflicting goals:

1. The marker should be lightweight; it should have little
or no impact on optimization. Inserting instructions that

block optimization would allow mapping from source
to binary, but it would do so by disabling optimizations.
Markers that disable optimization are not a viable so-
lution because our goal is to evaluate performance; any
changes to the optimizations performed would change
what we are attempting to measure.

2. The markers must maintain the desired mapping infor-
mation from source to optimized code, thus they must be
respected by the optimizer sufficiently to maintain the
desired information. If the optimizer deletes markers,
or moves markers far from the code they are tracking,
mapping information is lost.

3. Marker insertion and removal should be easy to imple-
ment. No changes to the optimizer should be required.

To achieve these goals, we use markers that are simple
arithmetic instructions that increment a global counter by
one. This gives the optimizer significant freedom to optimize
the markers. For example, if a marker is placed in a loop
and the optimizer unrolls the loop four times, the optimizer
should produce four copies of the original marker. The op-
timizer may then combine the four copies of the marker into
a single merged marker, which increments by four. Because
each marker increments a different global variable, optimized
markers can be mapped back to source locations based on the
global variable that they increment.

Although the optimizer is free to optimize the markers, the
semantics-preserving nature of the compiler guarantees that
certain properties are maintained. Markers are never deleted
because they modify a global variable. The markers may be
duplicated, moved, or combined, but all optimized markers
referencing a global variableX are duplicates of the source-
level marker that referencesX, and merged markers can be
identified by markers that increment by more than 1.

Because the optimizer must respect the semantics of each
code marker, a marker’s total dynamic count can not change
across optimizations. For example, if markers are not re-
moved after optimization and code is generated for the mark-
ers, and the program is run deterministically, the value of
each marker’s global variable will be the same at the end of
every run, regardless of the optimization settings used.

Every marker’s count is the ratio of its current block’s ex-
ecution frequency to its original block’s execution frequency.
For example, if we place a marker that increments by 1 in
block A, and the optimizer moves that marker to blockB
and modifies the marker so it increments by 5, the marker
now indicates that every execution of blockB corresponds
to 5 executions of blockA.

So while code markers may move from their original lo-
cation, they still provide information on how their new loca-
tion relates to their original location. This information will
be very useful for some applications, such as collecting a
source-level block profile from an optimized binary as in [1].
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Figure 1. Speedup/slowdown observed when a
marker is inserted and removed in every loop
or every block in every method

In this paper, markers are used to identify semantically
equivalent loops across compilations to collect comparable
timing data. It becomes more difficult to achieve this goal
if the optimizer hoists markers out of loops. This can hap-
pen if the optimizer identifies the number of iterations that
the loop will execute for, moves the marker out of the loop,
and modifies the marker to increment by the number of loop
iterations.

This has not been a problem in our experience, because
our application of code markers tracks loops that account
for significant portions of program execution, and such loops
tend to have characteristics that make it difficult for an op-
timizer to hoist code out of the loop, such asbreak or
continue statements, which make it difficult to statically
determine the number of loop iterations.

If a marker is hoisted out of a loop, it may still be possible
to compensate for it depending on how the markers are used,
because the optimizer must respect the semantics of markers.
Details on how this is done for performance auditing will be
described in Section 5.4.

Figure 1 shows the overall impact on performance of
inserting and removing a marker into every loop in every
method, or every block in every method. Markers are in-
serted before the optimizer is run and are detected and re-
moved when the optimizer completes, just before register al-
location and code generation. Therefore, markers do not ex-
ist at runtime, so any performance differences are the result
of different optimization decisions caused by the presence of
markers during optimization. When a marker is inserted and
removed in every loop in every method, the average perfor-
mance difference is 0.4%, and the worst-case performance
difference is 1.7%. This demonstrates that the markers have

a minimal impact on optimization, and thus are lightweight.
Inserting and removing a marker in every basic block is sig-
nificantly more invasive than marking every loop, but this
would be necessary if a full block mapping from source to
binary was desired. Even when markers are inserted into ev-
ery block in every method, the behavior of the optimizer still
remains largely the same — the average performance differ-
ence is 0.6%, and the worst-case performance difference is
1.8%.

4.1. Marker Identification and Removal

Our marker approach requires the ability to identify mark-
ers in the optimized code, just before register allocation and
final code generation. Identifying markers, even after they
have been transformed by the optimizer, is easy because each
marker refers to a variable that was specially allocated for
the marker. So to identify a marker we just need to find in-
structions that reference the special global variable associated
with that marker.

To remove a marker from the code, the system removes
any instructions that reference the global variable, removes
all instructions with dependencies only on the instructions
that referenced the global variable, and deallocates the global
variable.

5. Applying Code Markers to Performance Au-
diting

The previous section described a technique for correlating
code between a program’s source and its binary. This sec-
tion describes how the correlation technique is applied in the
context of a performance auditing system.

Our goal is to improve convergence time for a perfor-
mance auditing system by collecting loop timings. To do
this, we identify methods with poor convergence, and collect
timing data for a subset of the method’s loops. This section
presents our technique to predict if loop timings are needed,
and our algorithm to select loops for timing instrumentation.

The goals of the loop selection algorithm are:

1. Collect loop timings only when necessary. If method
timings provide enough timing data, do not collect loop
timings.

2. Collect only as much loop timing data as necessary. Do
not insert unnecessary instrumentation.

3. Ensure that a sufficient amount of execution occurs be-
tween timings. The timer has a minimum resolution,
and tight loops may not contain enough dynamic in-
structions per iteration to be measurable.



void selectLoops(method) {
if method.invocationsPerSec > invocationThresh

return
targetFreq = initialTargetFreq
while targetFreq > 0

blockFreq = findLoop(method, targetFreq)
if blockFreq == -1

return
else

targetFreq -= blockFreq
}
Freq findLoop(method, targetFreq) {

foreach loop in method in depth first order
if (loop.freq > targetFreq &&

block = selectBlock(loop, targetFreq))
return block.freq

return -1
}
Block selectBlock(loop, targetFreq) {

sort loop.blocks by |block - targetFreq|
foreach block in loop.blocks

minDist =
min(distToNearestTimingPoint, distToSelf)

if minDist > minDistThreshold
return block

return nil
}

Figure 2. Loop Selection Algorithm

Section 5.1 describes our technique for predicting if loop
timings, and thus, the correlation technique, will be required.
Section 5.2 describes how we choose loops for timing in-
strumentation, Section 5.3 describes how we choose which
blocks in each loop to instrument, and Section 5.4 describes
how the loop selection algorithm and lightweight code mark-
ers are used to collect loop timing data.

Our loop selection algorithm makes decisions based on
profile data. We are working in a Java virtual machine
that interprets bytecodes before compiling them, and while
a method is being interpreted, the virtual machine collects
profile data for the method.

The raw block profile produced by the interpreter indi-
cates approximately how many times each block was ex-
ecuted. Because methods can be interpreted for variable
amounts of time, we normalize the frequencies from the in-
terpreter profile data for each blockB as follows:

normalizedFrequencyB =
frequencyB∑

block frequencyblock

In other words, we calculate the normalized frequency
for a block by summing the frequencies of all blocks in the
method, and dividing the block’s frequency by the sum. This
calculates the fraction of the method’s execution that is spent
in each block.

Figure 2 gives a high-level overview of the loop selection
algorithm.

5.1. Predicting if Loop Timings are Needed

The first step is to determine if loop timings are neces-
sary. When compilation occurs for hot methods, we exam-
ine the method’s profile data to estimate how frequently the
method was invoked. Specifically, the execution frequency
of the method entry block is used to predict if loop timings
are necessary.

If the method was frequently invoked, the profile data will
indicate that the method entry block was executed frequently
compared to other blocks in the method. If the method was
frequently invoked, loop timings should not be necessary.

On the other hand, if the method was rarely invoked, the
profile data will indicate that the method entry block was
rarely executed compared to other blocks in the method. If
the method was rarely invoked, but the method is still con-
sidered hot, method timings will not generate enough timing
data, and we need to collect loop timings for the method.

5.2. Choosing Loops to Instrument

If loop timings are needed for a method, we need to collect
timing data for some subset of the method’s loops. Also,
we must decide where to place the timing instrumentation
in each loop — the loop head block is not always the best
choice.

Our algorithm works as follows. We first define a target
frequency threshold to ensure that we do not perform too
much instrumentation or too little instrumentation. Ideally,
the total frequency of instrumented blocks should just exceed
the target frequency threshold.

We examine the loops in the method in depth-first order,
starting from outermost loops. If the normalized loop head
block frequency exceeds the instrumentation target thresh-
old, we select the loop for instrumentation, and we call a
subroutine to determine which block in the loop should be
instrumented. The implementation of this subroutine will be
described in the next subsection. The subroutine may or may
not find a satisfactory block for the instrumentation code. If
the loop is very tight, for example, the subroutine will not
be able to find a good block in the loop for the instrumenta-
tion code. If no satisfactory block can be found, the depth-
first search continues. If a satisfactory block was found, we
decrease the target frequency threshold by the satisfactory
block’s weight. If the target frequency threshold is less than
or equal to zero, or if no satisfactory blocks were found, the
algorithm terminates. Otherwise, the algorithm runs again.

5.3. Choosing a Block to Instrument

We define a subroutine which, given a loop, determines
where to best place the timing instrumentation. To collect



useful timing data, there must be enough dynamic instruc-
tions between any two timing points. There may not be a
best place to put the timing instrumentation — in this case,
the subroutine returns an error code and no timing instrumen-
tation is attempted for the loop.

To find the best block to place timing instrumentation in
a loop, this subroutine first collects a list of the blocks in the
loop, and sorts them by|frequency − targetFrequency|.
In other words, the subroutine sorts the blocks by the distance
between each block’s frequency and the target frequency.
This ensures that we consider blocks that closely match the
target frequency first.

Next, we iterate over the sorted list of blocks, and we run
Dijkstra’s algorithm to compute single source shortest paths
from each block in the list to all other blocks in the control
flow graph. Then we examine the results of Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm to determine the minimum distance between each block
and itself, and the minimum distance between each block and
all timing points.

If the minimum distance between a block and its near-
est timing point exceeds the minimum distance threshold, the
block can be instrumented safely, because we know that there
will always be enough dynamic instructions between instru-
mentation points.

We measure the distance between blocks in terms of in-
structioncost rather than instruction count. For example, a
load instruction puts more distance between timing points
than anadd instruction. Instruction costs are static estimates
based on instruction opcode, and they are commonly used
in instruction scheduling. Also, we do not consider edge
weights — we just calculate the minimum distance between
two points, without considering the frequency or even the
feasibility of the path. We do this for safety, because inter-
preter profile data may not completely capture the method’s
behavior.

Figure 3 shows control flow graphs for three infrequently
invoked methods that can not be safely instrumented to col-
lect loop timing data. In these control flow graphs, circles
represent basic blocks, rectangles indicate loops, and the
number in each circle indicates the cost of each block, which
is just the sum of the cost of the block’s instructions.

These three methods are infrequently invoked, but we
can’t collect additional loop timings from these methods be-
cause all their loops are tight. Inserting instrumentation code
into these loops would not provide useful timing data — if we
tried to insert timing instrumentation into these tight loops,
the timing code would not actually time anything, because
these loops do not execute enough dynamic instructions per
iteration to compensate for timing and instrumentation over-
heads.

Our techniques automatically identified the three methods
shown in Figure 3 as infrequently invoked methods where
loop instrumentation could not be safely applied.
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Figure 3. Three CFGs selected for loop instru-
mentation, where our algorithm was unable to
find a good timing point

Our current approach does not attempt to collect timing
data for tight loops, because of the likelihood of perturbation;
however it may be possible to collect timing data in these sit-
uations with an extension of our approach. Our current ap-
proach calculates the minimum distances between potential
timing points before the optimizer is run, so the effects of
optimizations are not accounted for. It would also be pos-
sible to calculate minimum distances after the optimizer is
run, in case the optimizer has increased the size of the loop
through optimization such as loop unrolling or inlining.

The primary disadvantage of such an approach is that the
minimum distance between timing points will have to be re-
calculated for every binary generated: a timing point is ac-
ceptable if the minimum distance to the nearest timing point
is sufficiently large forevery instance of that timing point
acrossall binaries. A potential timing point can be eval-
uated only after compilation and optimization of all bina-
ries. Timing instrumentation code is generated only for se-
lected timing points, so code generation for all binary ver-
sions must be delayed until all binary versions have been
compiled and optimized. Alternatively, timing instrumen-
tation can be patched into the binaries in a post-processing
step. To avoid these engineering complexities, the baseline
approach described in this section calculates minimum tim-
ing point distances once, regardless of the number of binaries
generated, by performing the calculation before the optimizer
is run.

5.4. Collecting Timing Data

The loop selection algorithm is run before optimization,
and it identifies timing points and places lightweight code



markers at those timing points. Next, the optimizer is run,
and afterwards the lightweight code markers are replaced
with full timing instrumentation code.

The optimizer is free to transform each lightweight code
marker as it desires, but it must respect the semantics of
each lightweight code marker. Before optimization, each
lightweight code marker increments a specially allocated
global variable by one, but after optimization the increment
amount could be another constant, or it could be variable. As
a simple example, if aX++ marker is inserted into a loop, and
the loop is unrolled 4 times, the optimizer should merge the 4
copies of theX++ marker into a singleX += 4 marker. As
another example, if aX++ marker is inserted into a loop that
always iteratesN times, the optimizer should hoist the code
marker out of the loop, resulting in aX += N marker.

In these cases where a marker’s increment amount is
greater than 1, additional code is generated that records the
code marker’s increment amount. For example, if a code
marker is found that increments byN , additional code will
be generated that records the dynamic value ofN , in addition
to the code that collects timing data. Timings collected in this
manner aremerged timings, because they represent multiple
loop iterations.

Before the performance auditor’s statistical analysis con-
sumes the timing data, a simple preprocessor normalizes
merged timings so they can be compared across compila-
tions. The preprocessor splits a single merged timingT that
representsN loop iterations intoN timings ofT/N . So, for
example, if a merged 10ms timing represents 10 loop itera-
tions, that merged timing will be expanded into 10 timings of
1ms each.

6. Evaluation

This section evaluates the effectiveness of our technique
for collecting comparable loop timings. We present three sets
of results. Section 6.1 presents a metric analysis, where we
evaluate the quality of our loop timings based on their sta-
tistical properties. Section 6.2 presents an accuracy analysis,
where we determine if our loop timings can detect speedups
and slowdowns as effectively as method timings. Finally,
Section 6.3 presents a convergence study, where we deter-
mine if our loop timings will improve convergence time in a
performance auditing system.

6.1. Metric Analysis

This section evaluates the loop selection algorithm using
metrics that measure the primary objectives discussed in Sec-
tion 5: collecting enough, but not too many, data points. We
want to collect a sufficient number of timings so that the sta-
tistical analysis has enough data to converge quickly, yet we
do not want to start and stop the timer too frequently, because
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the timer has a minimum resolution, and the accuracy of the
timer decreases as we approach the minimum resolution.

Thus, we define two metrics to evaluate the effectiveness
of the loop selection algorithm:converge scoreandperturb
score. Converge score models how quickly the set of timing
data is likely to converge when run through our statistical
analysis. Higher is better. It is computed by dividing the
number of timings collected by the variance in timings:

convergeScore =
numTimings

variance(timings)

The amount of time required for our statistical analysis
to determine if one set of timings is faster than another is
determined by the number of timing points available, and the
variance in the timing data. So, when more timing points
are available, or the variance in timing data decreases, the
statistical analysis converges faster. Thus, the converge score
metric is defined so that timing data with higher converge
scores will tend to converge more quickly.

Figure 4 shows converge scores for our hot methods. Re-
sults are shown for method timings, and method+loop tim-



ings (Section 3 described how our loop timings always in-
clude method timings). This figure shows that we only col-
lect loop timings when necessary — methods with poor con-
vergence using method timings (the left 1/3 of the graph) are
improved by our loop selection algorithm, while most of the
remaining methods are left alone. There are two mispredic-
tions on the right side of the graph, where we collect loop
timings when they are not actually needed.

There are three methods on the left that could benefit from
loop timings, yet we do not collect loop timings for these
methods. These three methods were discussed in Section 5.3:
our prediction scheme correctly predicts that loop timings are
needed for these three methods, but our timing point selection
algorithm is unable to find code points where timing instru-
mentation can be safely inserted into these methods, because
these three methods spend all their time in tight loops.

Figure 4 shows that our loop timings are effective. We
find that the addition of loop timings drastically increases the
number of timings without significantly affecting the vari-
ance in timings. This results in a large boost to converge
score for methods selected for loop instrumentation.

Our second metric isperturb score. It models the per-
turbation introduced by the increased frequency of timing
collection. The minimum observable timing with our cycle
counting infrastructure (MINTIMING) is 88 cycles on our
test machine, which is the number of elapsed cycles we ob-
serve between two consecutive reads of the cycle counter. If
our timing data contains many timings that are close to the
minimum observable timing, then they are timing very little
program execution and are most likely inaccurate.

We define perturb score as follows:

perturbScore =

∑
100

timing−(MIN TIMING−0.1)

numTimings

The perturb score metric is defined so that timing data that
contains many timings close to the minimum possible tim-
ing will have a high perturb score. The maximum possible
perturb score is 1000, which occurs when every timing we
collect is the minimum of 88 cycles. The constant 100 nor-
malizes perturb scores so that a perturb score of 1 or lower
is likely to be acceptable (If the perturb score is 1, then the
average timing collected is 187.9 cycles).

Figure 5 shows perturb scores for our hot methods. In-
creases in perturb score are inevitable when loop timings are
used, since the loop timings require starting and stopping the
timer much more often. This figure shows that our loop se-
lection algorithm increases the number of timings for the key
methods without having a significant negative impact on per-
turbance. The perturb score for the leftmost loop timing data
point is 1.34, which corresponds to an average cycle count of
168.5, which is still nearly double the minimum observable
timing.
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Figure 6. Accuracy of our approach, where
markers are inserted before optimization, and
markers are replaced with full timing instru-
mentation after optimization

6.2. Accuracy Analysis

To evaluate the accuracy of our approach, we collected
timing data for various optimization settings (for example
O1 vs O2) and compared their performance to see which is
faster. For each hot method, we first evaluate its performance
across different optimization settings using timings collected
with method-only timing instrumentation. This result is con-
sidered the correct answer because the method-only instru-
mentation perturbs the execution the least, and is our most
accurate timing mechanism.

We also evaluate the performance of the hot methods
across different optimization settings with timings collected
with method+loop instrumentation, and we check if the two
techniques agree on the performance difference between the
differently compiled versions of each hot method.

If both techniques indicate a speedup, or both techniques
indicate a slowdown, the method+loop timings are correct.
But if one technique indicates a speedup and the other in-
dicates a slowdown, or vice versa, the method+loop tim-
ings are incorrect. If method+loop timings indicate that the
magnitude of the speedup or slowdown is less than 1%, the
method+loop timings are not confident.

Figure 6 presents the accuracy of method+loop instrumen-
tation. This figure shows the overall accuracy of our ap-
proach compared to the method-only instrumentation used
in [11]. This figure shows the overall accuracy of our ap-
proach, including the effects of loop timing point selection,
code marker insertion, and replacing code markers with loop
timing instrumentation. Hot methods are on thex-axis, and
the y-axis shows the speedup detected by the method tim-
ings (i.e., the true speedup). The bars are solid black if the
method+loop timings are correct, gray if they are incorrect,
and white if they are not confident. This figure shows that,
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Figure 7. Accuracy of the naı̈ve approach,
where full timing instrumentation is inserted
before optimization

overall, our approach is highly accurate. The worst-case error
is a failure to detect a 1% speedup.

To demonstrate the importance of using lightweight mark-
ers, Figure 7 shows the accuracy of the naı̈ve approach — in-
serting full timing instrumentation before optimization, then
running the optimizer.

The näıve approach results in significant changes to opti-
mization decisions, resulting in incorrect performance eval-
uations. With the näıve approach, the worst case error is
failure to detect an 8% slowdown. Our use of lightweight
markers reduces the optimization perturbation, and enables
significantly more accurate speedup detection.

6.3. Convergence Study

To demonstrate the importance of increasing the number
of timings, we calculate the amount of time needed for our
statistical analysis to detect a range of speedups. This is sim-
ilar to the offline convergence study presented in [11].

For each hot method, we collect method and method+loop
timing data. We take each set of timing data, and randomly
partition the data into two sets,A andB. SinceA andB
came from the same data set, the average timings in each set
should be very similar. Next we apply an artificial speedup
of X% to the timings in setB. At this point, the timings in
setB represent an optimized version of the method that runs
X% faster than the original.

We set a confidence thresholdZ%, 80% and 99.99% in
this study, and we run our experiment by adding samples to
A′ from A, and toB′ from B until we areZ% confident
in our performance prediction. We start with 100 samples
each inA′ andB′, and perform the confidence evaluation.
If the confidence is below our threshold, we add 100 more
samples to bothA′ andB′, and repeat. We continue adding
more samples toA′ andB′ until the confidence is above our
threshold.
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Figure 8. Convergence time, comparing
method+loop timings to method timings. Top
figure: convergence time for hot methods
selected for loop instrumentation. Bottom
figure: convergence time for all hot methods

Unlike the offline convergence study in [11], for this ex-
periment we collect enough timing data so we always have
enough samples to reach the desired confidence threshold.

When the statistical analysis confidently detects a perfor-
mance difference, we report the time to converge, which is
just the sum of the cycle counts inA′ andB′. We repeat
each convergence experiment 100 times with different ran-
dom seeds and average the results.

The top graph in Figure 8 shows convergence time only
for methods that were selected for loop instrumentation. This
graph shows that loop timings improves convergence rate for
infrequently invoked methods by about four orders of magni-
tude on average, which is consistent with the results of Fig-
ure 4.

The bottom graph in Figure 8 shows convergence time for
all hot methods, including methods that were not selected
for loop instrumentation. A relatively small number of hot
methods require loop instrumentation, so when methods that
were not selected for loop instrumentation are included in
the study, the results are more modest. Still, loop timings im-
prove the overall average convergence rate of all hot methods
by about two orders of magnitude on average.



7. Related Work

This section discusses related work in mapping between a
program’s source and binary. We discuss two general ap-
proaches to the problem:matching, which uses heuristics
to match the source and binary, andbookkeeping, which re-
quires the optimizer to maintain this mapping.

The primary advantage of the matching approach is that it
works if there are source-level changes. Both the bookkeep-
ing approach and our new technique are intolerant of source-
level changes. The primary disadvantage of the matching ap-
proach is that it is very difficult to achieve high accuracy,
especially if different optimizations are used, and that it is
fragile — matching is driven by heuristics, and the heuristics
will likely need to be updated as compilers change.

The primary advantage of the bookkeeping approach is
accuracy. The optimizer has full knowledge of all the trans-
formations that it performs to convert the source to binary,
so it can maintain a fully accurate mapping between the two.
The primary disadvantage is that this approach modifies the
optimizer to track all of its transformations, which is diffi-
cult and time-consuming, because it requires fairly detailed
understanding of every optimization.

7.1. Matching with Heuristics

The first approach uses heuristics to correlate the source
and binary. Wang et al. [18] propose BMAT, a technique
to match binaries. They use BMAT to recycle profile data:
if quality profile data has been collected for an old binary
of a program, but programmers have made relatively small
source-level changes to the code and produced a new binary,
their system can effectively use the old binary’s profile data
with the new binary.

The matching algorithm is complex, yet it works well for
their application. We believe this is because they are consid-
ering source-level changes, not optimization-level changes
— the differences in their binaries shouldn’t be as drastic as
the changes we see when we change optimization settings.

We experimented with a matching algorithm driven by
bytecode index data, which is similar to line number infor-
mation, and loop structure for our application. We compiled
two versions of the same source with different optimizations,
and we attempted to match the loops in the two compiled ver-
sions. We found it very difficult to achieve over 70% match
accuracy, and we require much higher accuracy to collect
comparable loop timings for performance auditing.

7.2. Bookkeeping: Modifying the Optimizer

Albert [1] collects profile data from optimized binaries.
For the compiler to use the profile data, a mapping from basic
blocks in the optimized binary to source-level basic blocks is

required. Basic block split, merge, and delete operations are
tracked to build and maintain a mapping from blocks in the
optimized binary to source-level blocks.

In Albert’s work, only basic block operations are modi-
fied, which greatly reduces the amount of effort required to
implement this solution. However, this approach also de-
creases its accuracy. Heuristics are needed to prevent in-
formation loss, because it is impossible to accurately track
block mappings across block operations without higher-level
knowledge of what the optimizer is doing.

Engblom et al. [5] present a variant on the modify-
the-optimizer approach: they define their optimizer in a
domain-specific language (Optimization Description Lan-
guage, ODL), and generate code for their optimizer from
ODL. Because they are generating code for their optimizer,
they can easily generate additional code to accurately main-
tain mappings between source and binary. The downside of
this approach is that the optimizer must be written in ODL,
and ODL is not general enough to describe all possible opti-
mizations.

We considered modifying the optimizer to maintain a
mapping between source and optimized binary for our work,
but we decided it would be very difficult to achieve high ac-
curacy with such an approach in the J9 optimizer.

7.3. Heavyweight Code Markers

A variant of lightweight code markers have been used to
implement on-stack replacement (OSR) [8, 6]. In a system
that supports OSR, certain points in a method are designated
as OSR points, i.e., points where a mapping back to unop-
timized code is available. Like lightweight markers, OSR
points are inserted into the IR before optimization and the
semantics of inserted instructions dictate what optimizations
are possible. Unlike lightweight markers, OSR points will
likely preclude many optimizations because they are mod-
eled similar to a call instruction that uses all live variables
needed to recover unoptimized state. Because they will im-
pact the applicability of optimizations, they are not a viable
solution to the problem addressed by lightweight markers.

8. More Possibilities

Lightweight code markers are a new solution to the prob-
lem of correlating a program’s source and its optimized bi-
nary, and they have unique tradeoffs compared to existing
approaches. They should prove useful for much more than
just improved performance auditing.

Albert [1] modifies the optimizer to track basic block op-
erations to collect a source-level block profile from an opti-
mized binary. This should be easy to do with code markers.
We simply insert a code marker into every basic block and al-
low the optimizer to freely manipulate the markers. Regard-



less of where the markers end up, when we find a marker that
increments its global variable byN , that corresponds to the
marker’s original block being executedN times (as described
in Section 4), so we can replace each marker with appropriate
instrumentation code to collect a source-level block profile.

BMAT [18] uses binary matching to reuse stale profile
data with new versions of a program. The matching approach
is key because it works when there are source-level changes,
unlike the bookkeeping approach and our approach, although
these two approaches are superior to the matching approach
when optimizations can change. But with code markers’ abil-
ity to map between source and binary, we can dosource
matching instead of binary matching. Source matching is
much easier than binary matching, because the matching al-
gorithm only needs to worry about source-level changes at
source-level — the effects of compilers and optimizers do
not have to be considered at all.

Perelman et al. [13] propose a system to meaningfully
compare the results of accelerated architectural simulations
when differently-compiled binaries are used for the same
program. The different binaries are used to compare the
advantages of different ISAs as well as compiler optimiza-
tions on future processor designs. Architectural simulators
are very slow, so accelerated architectural simulation simu-
lates many small representative samples of program behav-
ior to approximate whole-program simulation. In [13], the
challenge is to find the same sample of program behavior in
differently-compiled binaries produced from the same source
code. The authors use a matching system driven primarily by
profile data. High accuracy is achieved, but special profiling
runs of each binary are required. Applying a code marker-
based approach to this problem should allow for high accu-
racy without requiring profiling runs.

9. Conclusions

This work presented lightweight code markers, a new ap-
proach to correlate a program’s source and its optimized bi-
nary, and algorithms to determine when and where to insert
code markers to improve performance auditing. We evalu-
ated these techniques in a production Java virtual machine
and showed that they improve the effectiveness of a perfor-
mance auditing system. We also discussed how lightweight
code markers could be applied to related problems.
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